Please remember we must follow government guidelines regarding if you or a
member of your family has COVID-19 symptoms.
Please check on the
government website on:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
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Dear all,
What a fantastic term it has been! It has been lovely getting back to some sort of normality with clubs, school trips
and no more ‘bubbles’!
You will see in this newsletter all of the amazing things that the children have been doing in each class. I have been
particularly impressed with the English Week which included World Book Day as well as Mental Health Week. The
children enjoyed sharing what they had been doing with each other and there are some fantastic displays around the
school celebrating their work.
We have been very active with most clubs returning, Year Six have had BMX sessions and Miss McIllmurray organised
a ‘Big Walk and Wheel’ initiative for the whole school in the last two weeks. It was great seeing so many children
riding bikes and scooters to school.
The children have had lots of trips and visits happening from Year One going to the River Cray, Year Six to the British
Museum, Years Two and Four to the Science Museum and Year Three to the London Aquarium. We have also had
visitors back in school including Year Two’s Rainforest Workshop, EYFS had a visit from a local bus driver and the
whole school were visited by a guide dog.
Our School Council have been busy fundraising for a guide dog with their Easter raffle ticket sale as well as Year Six
organising a cake sale to raise a huge amount for the people in Ukraine. Our Friends of Poverest have had discos, film
nights and even found time to run a Mother’s Day gift event and an egg hunt for the children. A big thank you to
everyone for all of your support.
I hope that you all have a relaxing Spring Break and I look forward to seeing what the Summer Term will bring.
Emma Wilson

Football News
The Poverest Football teams have been taking part in
plenty of matches this half term!
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Walnut Class Our topic for this half term has been ‘Traditional Tales’. We have enjoyed learning how to make
porridge and gingerbread men and we have loved retelling different traditional tales each week. We have used
masks, props and puppets to act out the different stories and we have made story sticks for our art project. We
have also enjoyed having some sketching time each day as part of our mindfulness. In PE, Mr Duffin has been
practising throwing and catching skills with the children. In Maths, we have been learning about doubling, halving
and sharing.
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This term in Willow Class our topic has been 'Traditional Tales'. We have enjoyed hearing and
acting out the different stories. For Art we have been making our own story sticks, using lots of
different resources. This week we have been learning the story of 'Goldilocks and the Three Bears' and for Literacy
we had to write instructions on how to make your own porridge.
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As a whole school we read “Here We Are” by Oliver
Jeffers. This book was written by the author to help
explain the world to his
own child. We wrote
poems, created a
kindness jar and
designed posters about
how to look after our
Earth. One of our
parents won the
reading at home prize
and got a very
interesting book to
keep.

Science
This term in Science we have been learning about
plants and observing the change in seasons by watching
the flowers bloom. We made ‘Cressheads’ using a
potato and cress seeds but unfortunately they didn’t
grow! We will have to try again. We went to look
outside for any different trees, and we saw evergreen
and deciduous trees. Next week we are planning on
going on a local walk and to see nature growing around
us!

Maths

Over the last few weeks Hazel Class have been enjoying
learning how to measure using non standard and
standard measures. We have been measuring the length
of our own hands using bead strings as well as the
weight of everyday items using weighing scales. We
weighed and ordered objects in the classroom from
heaviest to lightest. We also really enjoyed using pieces
of string to measure wavy lines.
Computing

We have been practising our keyboard skills this term in
our digital writing lessons. We have learned how to use
the keys to write sentences, add capital letters, finger
spaces and full stops. We used these skills to create a
poster to help find a lost teddy bear!

Art and Design

This term we have been learning about different types
of art techniques. We learned how to create abstract
pieces of art using a range of shapes, colours and lines.
We also learned how to create secondary colours using
our primary colours in our painting lesson.
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To finish the Spring Term, we have been reading the
book ‘The Magic Bed’. This book follows Georgie who
travels to different ‘dreamlands’ on his magic bed. We
transported ourselves to some of these places using hot
seating and freeze frames. We have also been using
adjectives in our sentences to describe the fantastical
dreamlands that we visit in our dreams!

Computing
Holly Class have been
practising our
keyboard skills this
term in our digital
writing lessons. We
have learned how to
use the keys to write
sentences, add capital
letters, finger spaces
and full stops. We
used these skills to
create a poster to help
find a lost teddy bear!

Maths
Over the last few weeks Holly Class have been enjoying
learning how to measure. We have been measuring the
length of our own hands using bead strings as well as the
weight of everyday items using weighing scales. We
weighed and ordered objects in the classroom from
heaviest to lightest.
Science

This term in Science we have been learning about
plants and observing the change in seasons by watching
the flowers bloom. We made ‘Cressheads’ using a
potato and cress seeds and have been enjoying
watering these each day and watching them grow! Next
week we are planning on going on a local walk and to
see nature growing around us!
Art and Design
This term we have been learning about different types of
art techniques. We learned how to create abstract pieces
of art using a range of shapes, colours and lines. We also
learned how to create secondary
colours using our primary colours
in our painting lesson.
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Cedar Class

English

PE

After reading the book ‘Jim and the Beanstalk’, the
children acted out different scenes
from the story with partners. As they
were acting out the scene, an adult
tapped them on the shoulder, which
meant they had to freeze and talk
about how the character might be
feeling in that moment in the story.

During Children’s
Mental Health
Week, we learned
about the
importance of
exercise for our
mental health. The
children enjoyed a
session of Yoga using
a Cosmic Kids Yoga
video to follow in
the hall.

PSHE
As part of Children’s
Mental Health
Week, we created
Support Balloons by
drawing hot air
balloons and writing
down the names of
all the people in our
lives who support
us, around our
balloons.

Rainforest Workshop
Andrew Smith came to visit us with his amazing
Rainforest creatures! He told us lots of interesting facts
about the Rainforest and we pretended to be going on
an adventure to the Rainforest. Then he introduced us to
a variety of creatures from the Rainforest, and we looked
at them closely, touched them and even held some of
them! There was a stick insect, African land snail, bluetongued skink, cockroach, a snake and even a tarantula!
It was very exciting and so much fun!

Maths
The children used a
Venn diagram to sort
3D shapes into
different groups
according to their
properties, for
example the amount
of faces, edges and
vertices they have.

Science
As part of our Science topic, ‘Plants’, the children
dissected broad bean seeds to explore the different
parts of the seed. They used magnifying glasses to look
at the seeds closely, and then drew and labelled
diagrams of the seeds in their books to show all the
different parts.
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This half term Chestnut Class have enjoyed a great
number of different activities! We have been exploring
Rainforests and learning all about the plant and animal
life that inhabit them. We have loved investigating the
very different climates found in tropical rainforests and
comparing them to our own climate. We were so excited
to take part in a Rainforest workshop where we met
some very interesting creatures.

English
In English we have created fact files, recounts and
written stories. We all enjoyed reading the latest Oliver
Jeffers book: ‘Here we Are’ which enabled us to explore
our planet and all the wonderful things in creation. This
linked well to our RE
lessons, where we have
been finding out about
the various creation
stories believed in
different religions. After
looking at Judaism and
Christianity we decided
to make posters
illustrating what we
would like to do if we
had a Shabbat or ‘day of
rest’. Most of us thought
that eating donuts and playing football would be a great
idea!
Science

PSHE
We’ve been having a debate in school. Should we wear
school uniform to school?
The children came up with some great ideas and worked
really well as teams.

In Science we have been conducting an ongoing
experiment. We are learning about the life cycles of
plants and what a plant needs to grow well. In our
experiment we have attempted to grow seeds in
different conditions. We have enjoyed planting,
watering and checking the growth of these plants. Some
have definitely grown better than others!
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Maths

Our topic for Science this term has been ‘Forces and
Magnets’. We first learnt about what forces are and how
they are based on pushes and pulls. With that in mind
we began to look at the force of magnetism and
absolutely loved investigating what classroom items
were magnetic!

We learnt about the two poles a magnet has and how
they react when poles that are different or the same are
close to one another. This made for lots of fun as we
learnt how poles of the same kind repel one another and
no matter what we did they would never connect!
We also learnt how compasses are controlled by
magnets and were fascinated how no matter where we
faced our compass needle would always point north. We
used our compasses to direct our friends around the
playground using compass directions.

Maths has had us staring at the clock as we have been
learning all about time! We reviewed what each of the
clock hands are and how they move around the clock
and learnt the time to every five minutes. We
challenged ourselves to correctly portray different
times on our mini clocks and even started to learn how
they correspond to digital times! After becoming time
experts we moved on to fractions, both fractions of
shapes and amounts. We looked at what the top and
bottom numbers of a fraction are called and what each
represents. We learnt how you can add fractions to
make a whole and how to work out a fraction of an
amount.

For our computing sessions we became investigators
and explored how to create branching diagrams to
organise data.
We created our own closed questions and used a special
website to create our own branching databases about
animals.

English
We have had a lot of fun during English this term, not only did we start a new book we also had English Week!
During English Week we participated in studying the book ‘Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth’ by Oliver
Jeffers and loved the vibrant illustrations and the message he is spreading with his story. We enjoyed being inference
detectives, finding clues as to who Oliver Jeffers wrote the book for and really honed in on his message of being kind
to everyone. As a class we wrote letters to babies to give them advice on how to be kind to each other and our
planet. We were so excited to show off our wonderful World Book Day outfits and join the parade to show our
parents how amazing we looked!
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For our class book this term we have looked at the story
‘Black Dog’ by Levi Pinfold which told the story of a
family facing fear. We had lots of fun reading the story
and found all the character’s reactions to the dog to be
hilarious! We were so shocked when we finally got to
see what the dog looked like and wrote incredible
descriptions of him. We even challenged ourselves to
not use the word ‘dog’ in our writing and came up with
some great nouns to replace it with. We have used role
play in our lessons to help us write speech and are
concluding our time with this story by writing out a
script so people can perform the first few key events in
the story. We can’t wait to show each other what we
come up with!

Maths
During our Maths lessons we have learnt all about
money! We looked at how best to count money up
starting with the highest coin value and learnt how place
value can be used in money too. With the help of our
money place value we learnt how to multiply and divide
amounts by 10 and 100 and how the numbers will move
around the decimal point. We also learnt how to add and
subtract money using column addition and subtraction,
remembering what we learnt last term. We are
continuing to expand our Maths toolkit by learning other
methods to add and subtract using mental maths and
number lines to help us find our answers.

Geography
After learning all about rivers last term we learnt about
where most of the source of rivers come from mountains! We used our atlases to find out where
some mountain ranges are in the world which had the
return of our favourite continents song to remind us
what our seven continents are! We also looked at map
contours and how these show us the heights and peaks
of mountains. We found out all about the different
sections of a mountain and how the climate will change
depending on how
high you climb on a
mountain. We
particularly loved
learning how some
mountains are
formed and had a
great time using
school items to
replicate these
formations! We
particularly loved
using a piping bag
full of icing to create
a volcano!

Spanish
After learning all about fruits in Spanish last term we
moved on to vegetables! We absolutely love learning
how to pronounce the names of each vegetable
correctly and distinguish between using the masculine
‘los’ and the feminine ‘las’ as the determiner. We have
made sure to practise reading, speaking and spelling
each vegetable name in Spanish to help us practise.
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During PE with Mr. Duffin, we have been learning how
to juggle.

Geography
Geography has been great fun, as we have been
learning about different places in Europe and studying
maps. We have been learning about Italy and wrote a
leaflet on a chosen city in this region.

Computing
In
Computing,
we have
been
learning to
use Turtle
Academy
and coding.

Art and Design
In Art and Design, we have been using watercolours and
exploring the different effects of using these versatile
paints.

World Book Day
Dressing up for World Book Day was so much fun, with
everyone wearing great costumes!
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In Maths, our new topic is fractions. We have been
looking at comparing fractions, adding fractions and
subtracting fractions. Also, we have been using the tube
of Smarties Challenge (yummy!) and the Purple Mash
Pizza Parlour game to boost our knowledge.

Science
We concluded our topic of States of Matter by taking a
trip using Now>Press>Play with an alien to investigate
Planet Earth and its composition.
Our topic in Science this term is Sound. We have been
looking at how sound moves and what affects its
volume and clarity. This week we took a walk around
the school to see what we can hear and what causes
and effects the transmission of sound.

Geography

English

Mamma Mia! This half term Fir have been
virtually traveling around Italy. We have
been learning about the food, the geology
and the main cities. For the next two weeks,
we will be creating a leaflet on our chosen
city and including information about places
to see, where to stay and where to eat.
Music
In Music, we have finished our topic of Table and Cup
Drumming and have moved on this week to creating our
own News Programme soundtrack complete with bongs
and headlines. Next week we will be creating our own
Recycling raps to add onto this work. Move over ‘News at
Ten’ here comes ‘Fir Class News Roundup!’

Our new book this half term is ‘The Iron Man’. We have
enjoyed reading this book. We have been using it to
create newspaper articles regarding the sudden
appearance of the S.B.A.D (Space Bat Angel Dragon) on
top of a mountain in Australia. We celebrated World
Book Day on 3rd March by dressing up as our favourite
book characters. The class looked amazing!
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Elder Class

This half term we really enjoyed celebrating English Week. We had some fantastic events during
the week, which the class really enjoyed. We kick started the week with a live Author Event where
we were able to hear from Author and Illustrator Dan Santat. The class are really excited about getting their hands
on his latest graphic novel ‘Aquanaut’.
All pupils also participated in a Spelling Bee competition and everyone showed great determination in tackling some
tough Year Five and Six spellings. World Book Day was a highlight of the week, with the class showcasing some
fantastic costumes. We used Oliver Jeffers’ book ‘Here We Are’ as our writing stimulus and produced some great
pieces where we debated the topic of Homework. In addition to English Week we have started our new core text
‘High Rise Mystery’. The children have been really engaged in the text, producing setting descriptions and
newspaper articles for their written outcomes.
In Maths we have had a strong focus on fractions and decimals this half term. The children have learnt to find
fractions of amounts, add and subtract fractions and to multiply fractions by whole numbers. The children have
applied what they have learnt to develop their reasoning and problem solving skills.
In Science the children have finished the Materials and their Properties topic. They have enjoyed carrying out
several different experiments, especially the cupcake lesson to explore irreversible changes and the impact of new
materials that are created during the cooking process. We have now begun our new topic of Living Things and their
habitats which ties in with our learning of Habitat vocabulary during our Spanish lessons.

We have continued with our Ancient Egyptian topic and have learnt a great deal about the importance of the River
Nile. The children have drawn and labelled maps of the River Nile, they have also studied the farming seasons and
built mini models of the surrounding farmlands. The children have researched transportation that existed at the
time of the Ancient Egyptians and have built models of the types of boats that were used.
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Elm Class
We have been extremely busy in Elm Class this half term. In English we have been reading our class book ‘High Rise
Mysteries’, where we have turned detectives to solve a terrible crime! We of course had world book day, where the
children dressed as their favourite book character.
In Science we have conducted a number of experiments. We have tested materials (salt, sugar, coffee, flour and
sand) to see if they dissolve in water, we used different processes to separate mixtures of materials, but our
favourite has to be an investigation involving baking cakes! The children worked in small groups, where half the
group added vinegar to their raw cake mixture and then once baked, both groups recorded the irreversible results.
In Topic we have continued learning about the Ancient Egyptians, and had fun building our own shaduf. These
devises are what the Egyptians built and used to lift water from the River Nile to water their crops.
Finally, PE has been all about boxing and the skills needed. With Mr Duffin the children have learnt to jab, cross, hook
and upper cut as well as learning kicks such as teep kicks and side kicks.
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Oak and Olive Classes

This half term, Year Six have had a welcome return to school trips and have visited the
British Museum. As part of their Ancient Greek learning, they visited the Elgin
Marbles and were able to create their own drawings and complete a quiz on these amazing sculptures.
Also, we have been able to take part in a BMX challenge, where we learned to ride a BMX bike in a morning! For
English Week we concentrated on the book, 'Here We Are' by Oliver Jeffers, and looked at the line "Well, that is
Planet Earth. Make sure you look after it, as it's all we've got." After much discussion, we wrote to our children to
explain what we are doing to help save the planet and how they can continue the good work!
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Ash and Maple Classes

Maths

In Maths this half term, some of the children have been
learning about liquid capacity. They have been
introduced to millilitres and litres and we have been
looking at everyday containers and estimating how
much they hold.

Music
At the end of half term, Ash and Maple were
introduced to the violin in Music.
The children enjoyed making and listening to different
sounds the strings can make.
We definitely have some musicians in the making!

Holi
We had a lot of fun celebrating Holi in March. Ash and
Maple worked together to create Holi powder paint art.
They drew around each other and then decorated the
outline with powder paint. We then used watering cans
to pour water on the paint which created some beautiful
colours and patterns.

Science
In Science, some
of the children
have been
learning about
sound. We made
our own straw
panpipes and
investigated how
making the straws
different lengths
would change the
pitch of the sound
they would make.

